ABSTRACT Preventive maintenance is significant for health management of production system, while the maintenance plan is seldom simultaneously considered in the decision-making process of production scheduling. This paper studies a practical production scheduling problem for the hot metal pretreatmentsteelmaking-continuous casting process involving preventive maintenance consideration (denoted as PSCCPM scheduling). A mathematical programming model is designed for the PSCCPM scheduling by considering constraints related to the maintenance plan and other production process requirements. An effective heuristic containing a machine allocation procedure and a conflict eliminate procedure is developed first to obtain a good feasible schedule of this model. Subsequently, by using the heuristic as a decoding algorithm, an adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) featuring a novel adaptive evolutionary strategy is presented to obtain a suboptimal solution. Experimental results based on instances generated from a realistic steel plant show the effectiveness of the proposed AGA for solving PSCCPM scheduling problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Production scheduling is a complicated decision-making process of arranging and optimizing work and workloads for manufacturing systems. Due to its significances in saving production cost, improving customer satisfaction and reducing energy consumption, a great deal of studies have been carried out for different machine environments, which includes single machine, parallel machines, flow shop, hybrid (or flexible) flow shop, job shop, hybrid (or flexible) job shop, open shop, etc [1] . As a typical hybrid flow shop (HFS) scheduling problem, the production scheduling of steel plants, which was always referred as the steelmaking-continuous casting (SCC) scheduling problem, has attracted wide attention [2] . A large number of approaches have been proposed for this problem in the last decades, which can be divided into the following three categories according to their solution methods.
First, the Lagrangian relaxation approach. Tang et al. [3] built an integer programming model for scheduling a three-stage HFS problem in steel plants. The Lagrangian relaxation, dynamic programming and heuristics are integrated to solve the problem where the model objective is to ensure the continuity of the production process and just-intime delivery of final products. Later, Xuan and Tang [4] expanded this model to an n-stage SCC scheduling problem. Instead, the objective of this model was changed to minimize the weighted completion time and the penalty of job waiting, and a batch decoupling based Lagrangian relaxation algorithm was proposed for problem solving. Recently, Mao et al. [5] proposed a novel Lagrangian relaxation approach for solving an n-stage SCC scheduling problem, whose objective is to minimize the total weighted penalties of job waiting and earliness/tardiness. Sun and Yu [6] proposed three Lagrangian relaxation algorithms to tackle a SCC scheduling problem with the additional consideration of the variable processing times in the continuous casting stages. Cui and Luo [7] proposed a new Lagrangian relaxation approach, where the subproblems of the relaxed problem is converted into different difference of convex programming problems, to scheduling the SCC process.
Second, the heuristic method. Naphade et al. [8] developed a two level heuristic approach to solve a mixed integer programming model of SCC scheduling. A beam search procedure was proposed by Pacciarelli and Pranzo [9] to address a SCC scheduling problem described by an alternative graph formulation. Kumar et al. [10] introduced a combinatorial auction-based approach to scheduling a three-stage SCC scheduling problem formulated as a linear integer program Third, the meta-heuristics. A hybrid meta-heuristics featuring an ant colony optimization algorithm combined with non-linear optimization methods was proposed by Atighehchian et al. [11] for solving a three-stage SCC scheduling problem. Pan et al. [12] also developed an artificial bee colony algorithm to scheduling a three-stage SCC scheduling problem. Later, Pan [13] proposed a coevolutionary artificial bee colony algorithm to address a new SCC scheduling problem, where charge scheduling in the steelmaking and refining stages and cast scheduling in continuous casting stage were optimized simultaneously. Long et al. [14] developed an improved genetic algorithm combined with a quality improvement approach and two improved evolutionary strategies for scheduling a realistic HFS with stage skipping and adjustable processing time in steel plants. Li et al . [15] proposed a discrete artificial bee colony algorithm for the steelmaking scheduling problems with multiple constrained resources.
However, in most of existing studies for SCC scheduling, the influence of preventive maintenance is not simultaneously considered in their decision-making process. With the gradual attention to the reliability of equipment operation, preventive maintenance has become an effective technique for the health management of production system [16] , [17] . Plentiful approaches related to condition monitoring and remaining useful life prediction have been developed to generate maintenance plans for manufacturing systems [18] - [20] . Obviously, maintenance plans will affect the available time of machines in the production scheduling process. Therefore, considering maintenance plans in the production scheduling will enhance the applicability and robustness of the schedule.
In order to produce clean steel, the modern production process in steel plants always contains the hot metal pretreatment process, which mainly focused on desulfuration, desilication and dephosphorization [21] . Therefore, the traditional SCC scheduling is being extended to the more complex hot metal pretreatment-steelmaking-continuous casting (PSCC) scheduling. In this paper, the PSCC scheduling problem involving preventive maintenance consideration (denoted as PSCCPM scheduling) is investigated. A mathematical programming model is designed for the PSCCPM scheduling problem by considering constraints related to the maintenance plan and the other production process requirements. To solve this model, an effective heuristic that contains a machine allocation procedure and a conflict eliminate procedure is developed first to obtain a good feasible schedule. Subsequently, by using the heuristic as a decoding algorithm, an adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) featuring a novel adaptive evolutionary strategy is presented to obtain a suboptimal solution.
In summary, the main contributions of this study are as follows: (1) the influence of preventive maintenance is considered simultaneously in the scheduling process for the hot metal pretreatment-steelmaking-continuous casting production; (2) an adaptive genetic algorithm combining with an effective decoding heuristic and a novel adaptive evolutionary strategy is designed to solve the new scheduling problem. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the PSCC production process and the PSCCPM scheduling problem are introduced. Subsequently, the mathematical programming model of the PSCCPM scheduling problem is formulated in Section III. The heuristic algorithm and AGA are introduced in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Section VI reports the experimental results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
As an extension of the SCC process, the PSCC process shown in Figure 1 contains the hot metal pretreatment phase besides the steelmaking phase, refining phase and continuous casting phase in SCC process. In the PSCC process, the hot metal transported from the upstream ironmaking production process is first processed in the hot metal pretreatment.
FIGURE 1.
The PSCC production process in the whole manufacturing process of iron and steel production.
In general, different stages are established in hot metal pretreatment phase for some specific smelting tasks, such as desulfuration, desilication, dephosphorization and vanadium extraction. To reduce the carbon content in the refined hot metal, they are subsequently processed in basic oxygen furnaces for steelmaking. The molten steel produced from basic oxygen furnaces is then transported to the refining phase for impurity removal and alloy addition. In order to satisfy the smelting requirements of different steel grades, it is also necessary to establish multiple stages (e.g. LF furnace stage, RH furnace stage) in the refining phase. Finally, the molten steel is transported for continuous casting. The slabs/billets produced in the continuous casting stage are raw materials for the downstream hot rolling production.
Two special terms, namely charge and cast, should be introduced first before describing the PSCCPM scheduling problem. A full furnace or ladle load of molten steel in a basic oxygen furnace is called as a charge, which is the basic job unit in the scheduling process. Continuous casting production of continuous casters is very important for reducing energy consumption and improving production efficiency [22] . A set of charges processed consecutively in a tundish, which is a buffer of continuous caster for continuous casting production, is called as a cast. The order batching for consolidating orders into charges and the charge batching for grouping and sequencing charges to form casts are all predetermined before the production scheduling [23] , [24] . The PSCCPM scheduling is an extension of the SCCSA scheduling in our previous study [14] . More specifically, besides the characteristics of the SCCSA scheduling problem, three more characteristics are considered as below:
(1) Maintenance plans are allowed on machines. Charges cannot be processed in the maintenance time;
(2) In practice, a machine in one stage may not have transport lines with all the machines in another accessible stage because of the specific machine layout in steel plants. Therefore, different accessibility relations are allowed between machines. A reachable weight parameter between any two machines is employed to describe the accessibility relation. The bigger the parameter is, the closer the accessibility relation between the two machines is, i.e., the two machines have a high possibility to become the adjacent machines for processing a charge. However, any two machines cannot be allocated as the adjacent machines for processing a charge if the reachable weight parameter between them is equal to 0.
(3) Besides considering the adjustable processing time, the transport time are also considered as adjustable in a certain scope. The reason for this consideration is that charges cannot wait too long before they are processed in the next stage. The minimum transport time is the transport time without waiting, and the maximum transport time is the transport time containing the maximum allowable waiting time.
The optimization objectives of the PSCCPM scheduling are described as follows:
(1) The standard processing time refers to the most frequent and reasonable time that consumed by the machine to process a charge. Therefore, minimizing the deviation of the processing time from its standard processing time can improve the performability of the schedule. To some extent, it can also reduce the probability of rescheduling caused by operation time delay since the standard time is the most easily executive time.
(2) Similarly, minimizing the deviation of the transport time from its standard transport time can also improve the performability of the schedule.
(3) For energy saving, we choose to minimize the charge's sojourn time [12] , which is the duration between the completion time of the charge on its first processing machine and the starting time on the continuous caster.
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION A. NOTATION
The following notions describe the flow network of the PSCC process (machine information and the accessibility relation between machines), batch plan (information of casts and charges), other parameters and decision variables.
Flow Network: : set of indices of all charges; i : set of indices of all charges in the ith cast. i1 ∩ i2 = ∅, for any i1 = i2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I }. y k,j,j : binary variable that is equal to one if and only if the charge j and charge j are both processed on the machine k and j is processed before j ; y k,j,h : binary variable that is equal to one if and only if the charge j is processed on the machine k and j is processed before the hth maintenance time interval on k.
B. THE MODEL
With the aforementioned symbols, the PSCCPM scheduling problem is formulated as follows.
Objective Function:
with
Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 are the penalty functions of the deviation of the processing time from its standard processing time, the deviation of the transport time from its standard transport time, and the sojourn time, respectively.
Constraints:
1) The processing time of any operation of a charge must be in its corresponding processing time interval.
2) The transport time between any two consecutive operations of a charge must be in its corresponding transport time interval.
3) There exists a precedence relationship between any two charges processed on the same machine. (9) 4) A machine can process at most one charge at a time.
5) Machine cannot be processed during maintenance time.
6) Machine cannot be processed before its earliest available time.
7) A charge can be processed on exactly one machine at each operation.
8) The reachable weight between two machines, which are allocated as the adjacent processing machines for two consecutive operations of a charge, must be greater than 0.
9) Setup time is needed between two adjacent casts processed on the same continuous caster.
10) The adjacent charges in the same cast must be processed consecutively without any waiting time on continuous casters.
11) The starting time of the first charge in each cast on the continuous caster must be equal to the predefined starting time of the cast. (18) 12) The machine of each charge in the last stage is pre-allocated in the batch plan.
13) Value constraint of decision variables.
IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
A heuristic algorithm is proposed based on the problemspecific characteristics of the PSCCPM scheduling to try to find a good feasible solution with limited computational effort. Since all charges in the same cast must be processed on the same continuous caster without waiting in the last stage G, we first compute the schedule on each continuous caster. Then, a permutation of charges, which need to be processed in the stage G−1, is generated according to the increasing order of their starting time. The charges which do not need to be processed in the stage G − 1 would be selected when making the schedule for the stage they need to be processed. It is reasonable to regard that the charges processed earlier in the last stage should also be scheduled earlier in the stage G − 1. Therefore, the charges are scheduled one by one according to the permutation. The machine allocation procedure (MAP) and conflict eliminate procedure (CEP) are used to allocate machine and eliminate time conflict for each charge in the permutation, respectively. Until now, the schedule in the stage G − 1 has obtained. With the reverse direction of processing route, the schedule in all the front stages can be obtained by using the same method. The heuristic algorithm is given as follows:
Step 1: Compute starting time and ending time for each charge at the continuous casting stage based on the predefined starting time of casts and the continuous production constraint in each cast.
Step 2: Set stage index variable g = G − 1.
Step 3: If g ≥ 1, go to Step 4, otherwise, end the algorithm.
Step 4: Select all the charges which would be processed at the stage g, get the schedule of these charges in their immediate successor stage, and then generate a permutation ζ by sorting these charges in the non-decreasing order of their staring times.
Step 5: Compute the schedule of all the charges in the ζ at the stage g. For each charge, the MAP is used first to allocate a machine k for the charge, and then the ending time and starting time of the charge on machine k can be calculated by using the standard transport time and standard processing time, respectively. If there is a time conflict in the machine k, use the CEP to eliminate it. A time conflict on a machine means that a machine process more than one charge at a time, or a machine process any charge in its maintenance time, or a machine process any charge before its earliest available time.
Step 6: Set g = g − 1, go to Step 3. On the basis of the above description we can find that the MAP and CEP are the key of the heuristic algorithm. Therefore, they are introduced in detail in the following subsections.
A. MACHINE ALLOCATION PROCEDURE (MAP)
MAP are proposed to allocate an appropriate machine k in stage g o j for the operation o j of charge j. Its main idea is that choosing a machine with smallest conflict-time, largest reachable weight and smallest equipment utilization. For ease of description, the notation k o j is used to represent the machine index that is allocated to the operation o j of charge j in the schedule. The MAP is described as follows.
Step 1 Step 2: If |AK | = 1, then the sole machine in set AK is the objective machine k o j , end the algorithm. Otherwise, Largest Reachable Weight First (LRWF) rule is used to shrink the size of set AK . More specifically, since the reachable weight between machine k o j +1 and the machine in set AK are different, reserve the machines with the largest reachable weight in set AK , and delete the other machines.
Step 3: If |AK | = 1, then the sole machine in set AK is the objective machine k o j , end the algorithm. Otherwise, to balance the burden of machines, the Smallest Equipment Utilization First (SEUF) rule can be used to random select a machine in set AK which has the minimum machine utilization as the k o j . The machine utilization refers to the number of charges which have been allocated to this machine.
B. CONFLICT ELIMINATE PROCEDURE (CEP)
According to the description of MAP, if the minimum conflict-time in set AK is not equal to 0, it means that there is time conflict on the allocated machine k o j . When this takes place, CEP should be used to eliminate the time conflict.
As stated before, the processing times and transport times can be adjustable in a certain scope. Therefore, the time flexibility in the current acquired schedule can be used to eliminate the time conflict. The principle of CEP is that only the time flexibility of charge j can be used, i.e. the starting time and ending time of the other charges in their allocated machines are not allowed to be adjusted. The reason is that the computational complexity would be very high if the CEP need to eliminate a new time conflict which created by adjusting the starting time or ending time of other charges. Notation co j is used to represent the current operation index of charge j when the conflict-time occurs. The details of CEP are introduced as follows.
Step 1: Compute the idle time interval [bit o j , tit o j ] from the stage g co j +1 to stage g O(j)−1 for charge j in the current acquired schedule. Figure 2 shows the basic categories and computing methods of idle time interval.
Step 2: According to the principle of CEP, the starting time s O(j) of charge j on the continuous caster cannot be adjusted. This property can be used to compute the earliest starting time es o j , the latest starting time ls o j , the earliest ending time ee o j , and the latest ending time le o j of charge j in the stage g co j +1 to g O(j)−1 , and then only compute the es co j and le co j in conflicting stage g co j .
Step 3: Since allocating the machine k co j for charge j leads to the time conflict in MAP, the time period [ 
Substep 4.11: If fes o j
Step 5: Refresh the acquired schedule by the OFS, end the procedure.
V. ADAPTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM
In general, intelligent algorithms need to be designed to obtain suboptimal solutions for such problem with NPhardness. Although numerous peer methods, such as deep learning [25] , support vector machine [26] and fuzzy method [27] , have been applied as intelligent algorithms, genetic algorithms are widely employed to solve complicated scheduling problems. In this section, by using the proposed heuristic as a decoding algorithm, an AGA featuring a genetic algorithm with a novel adaptive evolutionary strategy is presented to obtain a suboptimal solution. The computational procedure of the proposed AGA is shown in Figure 3 . The details of chromosome representation, fitness value calculation, evolutionary operation and the adaptive strategy are introduced in the following subsections. 
A. CHROMOSOME REPRESENTATION
According to the description of heuristic algorithm, we can find that the standard processing times and standard transport times are used to compute the schedule directly in the heuristic algorithm. This is a greedy strategy to minimize the objective as much as possible. Although the standard processing times and standard transport times cannot be changed for a specific scheduling problem, we can use virtual standard processing times and virtual standard transport times to replace their corresponding standard processing times and standard transport times in the heuristic algorithm. Then the virtual standard processing times and the virtual standard transport times can be changed reasonably by AGA for searching the globally optimal solution. In addition, the reachable weights between machines are important to the MAP. Different sets of reachable weights may cause different machine allocations in a schedule.
Therefore, a novel representation of chromosome which contains three sections is proposed as the Figure 4 shows. The first section is the set of reachable weight R between machines-RW , the second is the set of time decision parameter τ of the transport time between machines-DP − 1, and the third is the set of time decision parameter τ of the processing time that each steel grade consumes in each stage-DP − 2. The reachable weights in the section RW are used to set the reachable weight between machines. The time decision parameters τ in the section DP − 1 are used to compute the virtual standard transport times according to formula (24) . Similarly, the time decision parameters τ in the section DP − 2 are used to compute the virtual standard processing times according to formula (25) .
The feasibility of chromosome is the foundation to acquire a feasible solution. For the PSCCPM scheduling, a feasible chromosome should have the following features: (1) the reachable weight between the two machines that can never become the adjacent machines for processing a charge must be set to 0, e.g. the two machines which have not a transport line directly connect with them; (2) the value of R is a nonnegative integer, and the absolute value of τ is not larger than 1.
B. FITNESS VALUE CALCULATION
The heuristic algorithm described in Section IV is used to decode a schedule for each chromosome. Then its fitness value can be computed by formula (1) . Note that the standard processing time and standard transport time should be used to calculate the fitness value rather than using virtual standard processing time and virtual standard transport time. 
C. EVOLUTIONARY OPERATION
Evolutionary operation is used to generate the next generation in AGA. According to the searching experience that it is a high possibility in the neighborhood of an excellent individual to find more excellent individuals, the evolutionary strategy of the proposed AGA is proposed as follows: first, compute the fitness value of all the feasible individuals in the population; second, sort the individuals according to the increasing order of their fitness value, and select the first v individuals with the low fitness value which called excellent individuals to the next generation; finally, (PS − v)/v individuals will be generated based on each excellent individual for the next generation through the crossover operation and mutation operation, where PS is the size of population.
1) CROSSOVER OPERATION
The notation P 1 (0 ≤ P 1 ≤ 1) is used to represent the crossover proportion in the AGA. Each excellent individual will generate P 1 × (PS − v)/v individuals for the next generation through the crossover operation. For the crossover operation between an excellent individual and the other one which is chosen randomly from the old population, the parameterized uniform crossovers [28] are employed. At each gene we toss a biased coin to select which parent will contribute the allele. It assumes that a coin toss of head selects the gene from the excellent individual, and a tail chooses the gene from the other one. The notation P 2 (0 ≤ P 2 ≤ 1) is used to represent the probability of tossing a head. P 1 and P 2 are important parameters for the adaptive strategy which will be introduced later.
2) MUTATION OPERATION
The mutation proportion in the AGA is equal to 1 − P 1 . Each excellent individual will generate (1 − P 1 ) × (PS − v)/v individuals for the next generation through the mutation operation. For an excellent individual, the gene-by-gene mutation method is employed: randomly generate a nonnegative number first; and then randomly select a gene position in the chromosome and change the allele; repeat the second step until the number of mutational genes is equal to the number that generated in the first step.
D. ADAPTIVE STRATEGY
An adaptive strategy is proposed for changing the value of P 1 and P 2 throughout the evolutions. We use the current elite individual (CEI) to represent the individual with the lowest fitness value in the current generation and the historical elite individual (HEI) to represent the individual with the lowest fitness value in all the historical generations (including the current generation). So, the final solution is the HEI in all the generations. The number of generations between two adjacent HEIs is the continuous common number (CCN), i.e. the CCN is the number of the continuous generations which have not produced a HEI. Contrary, we use the continuous uncommon number (CUN) to represent the number of the continuous generations which have produced a HEI in each generation. If a generation produced a HEI, the CCN should be reset to 0 and the CUN should be added 1, and vice versa.
The CCN and CUN are the important parameters for the adaptive strategy. If a large CCN appears in the evolutionary progress, it means that it is hard to search a more excellent individual in the current neighborhood. Therefore, AGA needs to increase the diversity of the individuals in the next generation to jump out of the local optimum. On the contrary, a large CUN means that searching in the current neighborhood is efficient. Therefore, AGA needs to increase the amount of the offspring in the neighborhood of the excellent individual and decrease the difference between the excellent individual and its offspring. This is a strategy to obtain the local optimum quickly.
The adaptive strategy is to improve the quality of the next generation by dynamically adjusting the value of the parameters P 1 and P 2 based on the value of CCN and CUN. A large P 1 means that the excellent individual will generate individuals for the next generation mainly through the crossover operation. So, the mount of the offspring generated by mutation operation will be decreased. A large P 2 means that the excellent individual will have a high possibility to contribute more allele for its offspring. So, it will decrease the difference between the excellent individual and its offspring. Employing the adaptive strategy in AGA can solve the problems as follows.
(1) When the CCN is greater than a critical value θ ccn in the evolutionary process, the algorithm should jump out of the local optimum quickly. To this end, decreasing the value of parameters P 1 and P 2 (such as simply decrease to the 1/α of their original value) can be used to improve the diversity of the individuals in the next generation.
(2) When the CUN is greater than a critical value θ cun in the evolutionary process, the algorithm should reach to the local optimum quickly. To this end, increasing the value of parameters P 1 and P 2 (such as simply increase to the β multiple of their original value) can be used to improve the accuracy of the search.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND
To analyze the performance of AGA for solving the PSCCPM scheduling problem, the PSCC process in Panzhihua Iron and Steel Corporation (PS for short) in China is taken as the experimental background. Since the ore source of PS is the local vanadium-titanium magnetite and its plant layout is very complex, the PSCC process of PS is more complicated than that of other steel plants in china. The PSCC process can be abstracted into a flow network (as shown in Figure 5 ), where G = 7 and K = 25. There are four stage routes (SR for short) for the all steel types in this steel plant, which are stage 1-2-4-5-7 (SR1 for short), stage 2-3-4-5-7 (SR2 for short), stage 1-2-4-5-6-7 (SR3 for short) and stage 2-3-4-5-6-7 (SR4 for short).
B. PROBLEM INSTANCES
By carefully analyzing the actual production data and summarizing the main production pattern of PS, we generate a total of 18 problem instances, where the beginning time of scheduling is 0 and the steel type index q j of a charge which has the stage route SR1/SR2/SR3/SR4 are 1/2/3/4, respectively. Note that there is a one-to-many relationship between a stage route and steel types, but the instances only involve 4 steel types as a simplification. The problem structures are described as follows.
(1) The cast plan assigned to each continuous caster varies among three levels: CL1, CL2 and CL3, which can be found in Table 1 . The number of charges in each cast varies among two levels: 7 and 8.
(2) The machine condition varies among three levels: ML1, ML2 and ML3, which can be found in Table 2 . The proposed AGA was compared with three other Genetic Algorithms with different structure to analyze the performance of the adaptive strategy, the MAP and CEP of the heuristic algorithm in AGA. The first algorithm is the proposed AGA without the adaptive strategy (NAGA for short), the second is the proposed AGA without the MAP in the heuristic (AGANM for short) and the third is the proposed AGA without the CEP in the heuristic (AGANC for short). Since the heuristic algorithm in AGANM does not contain the MAP, the chromosome representation for AGANM needs to be altered. The new chromosome reserves the time decision parameters in section DP − 1 and DP − 2 but discards the reachable weights in section RW which are shown in Figure 4 , and the chromosome contains another allocation string which is composed of N j=1 O(j) genes whose allele represents the machine allocated to process the operation. Note that the O(j) represents the number of operations of charge j.
The parameters of the above algorithms are set as follows: PS = 50, v = 10, P 1 = 0.6, P 2 = 0.7, θ ccn = θ cun = 3, α = β = 0.5, and a stopping criterion of 50 iterations was used. All the algorithms were implemented in C++ language and ran the 18 instances independently 5 times on a PC with 2.6GHz CPU and 4G RAM. The results of average values (avg) and standard deviations (stdev) for each instance are presented in Table 6 .
From the Table 6 , we can find that the AGA has the minimum average values for each instance, and its performance to produce a better result is more stable than other algorithms since it has lower standard deviations. So, the results demonstrate that the adaptive strategy, the MAP and CEP of the heuristic algorithm are very effective for solving the PSCCPM scheduling problem. With respect to the adaptive strategy, the best running and worst running of NAGA and AGA on the last instance is chosen to observe the evolution of the fitness value during the evolutionary process. As shown in Figure 6 , the results show that AGA needs less time to achieve convergence than NAGA. Moreover, we can also observe that AGA has a smaller slope of solution in the earlier descent stage. These results demonstrate that the adaptive strategy in AGA has effective performance to reach to a local optimum quickly and jump out of a local optimum quickly.
D. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION
The proposed AGA was evaluated by comparing with the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [29] , [30] , which has been widely used for the regular HFS problems. In order to solve the PSCCPM, the population initialization and fitness value calculation of AGA are also employed for PSO algorithm. Although the particle in PSO has the same structure with the chromosome in AGA, the PSO has its own evolutionary strategy. Each particle adjusts its searching direction according to two factors, its own best previous experience and the best experience of all other members. The details of PSO algorithm can be found in Tseng and Liao [29] .
The PSO algorithm was also implemented in C++ language and ran the 18 instances independently 5 times in the same runtime environment with AGA. For the convenience of comparison, a metric MR is defined as follows:
where AGAobj is the best objective value obtained by AGA, and PSOobj is the best objective value found by PSO. Therefore, the performance of AGA is better than that of PSO if MR < 1. Figure 7 shows the MR frequency of all the results obtained by AGA and PSO. The average of MR is 0.89 and their standard deviation is 0.12. In addition, the MR vary in the range 0.6 and 1.2 while the ratio of the value greater than 1 is only 8.9%. Therefore, it can be concluded that AGA has obtained better solutions than PSO. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the more complex PSCC scheduling problem which is an extension of the traditional SCC scheduling problem in steel plants. Differing from the existing studies, the preventive maintenance was considered in the present PSCC scheduling problem. An adaptive genetic algorithm combined with a heuristic algorithm was proposed to solve this problem. Experiments were conducted to analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm by using 18 instances generated from a practical production process. The results demonstrated that the adaptive strategy in the Genetic Algorithm, the machine allocation procedure and the conflict eliminate procedure in the heuristic algorithm are very effective for solving this problem. In addition, the proposed algorithm was also compared with PSO method, and the results show that our algorithm performs better than the peer one.
The dynamic PSCCPM scheduling to handle with realtime production disturbances is the focus of our future work. Moreover, we will also focus on extending the presented AGA to other machine environments, such as parallel machines 
